Library Hours
Please check the web page for current library hours:
https://www.hampshire.edu/library/harold-johnson-library-hours

Follow us
hamplibrary /hamplibrary @hampshire_college_library

FROM ACCESS SERVICES
Stress Less Week
During the last week of classes (December 11th - 15th), the Library strives to help everyone unwind from finals. This semester we’ll be offering a cozy CrafterDark, hot chocolate bar, and various winter wonders as part of our Stress Less Programming. As usual, there will also be snacks provided by our library team! Keep an eye out for Stress Less advertising!

FROM THE LIBRARIANS
Cozy CrafterDark
Stress Less CrafterDark on Tuesday, December 12, 6-8pm will be a COZY theme! We’ll have our usual supplies and some extras to help you get in the cozy & snowy spirit PLUS a hot chocolate bar! If you can, BYO mug to help us cut down on disposable waste. Come on your own, bring a friend, stay for a little or a lot!

Citation Help
Want to get ahead for the Spring semester? Need a better system to organize your research sources, and create in-text citations and bibliographies? This is a great time to download Zotero, a free, open-source citation management system so you can practice over the winter break. Get started by visiting zotero.org or the library’s resource guide resourceguides.hampshire.edu/citation. Librarians are available to help you! Email askharold@hampshire.edu with questions or to make an appointment.

FROM THE ARCHIVES
Archives At a Glance
Looking for Archives and Special Collections resources at a glance? Check out linktr.ee/hamparchives (QR code below). Discover links to guides and finding aids, online collections and projects, our zine catalog, and recently-digitized material. The links are updated regularly, so check back often and see what’s new! As always, if you want to learn more about the collections or need help with research send an email to archives@hampshire.edu.

NEW AND IMPROVED
Game Library
We’ve recently added over 20 games of all kinds to our game library! Looking for a chill adventure as a cat with a designated meow button? Check out Stray on the PS4! Want some challenging platforming with a classic cartoon style? Cuphead on the Nintendo Switch is waiting for you! Are board games more your thing? Gather a party of friends to enjoy a smorgasbord of sushi in Sushi Party Go! A big thanks to Twogether Studios, Alderac Entertainment Group, Czech Games Edition, Restoration Games, and XYZ Game Labs for their donations!

In addition to these games, we’ve also started re-circulating our consoles! Our Nintendo Switch, Playstation 4, and 3DS are all requestable at the Infobar. All consoles circulate for a month and we ask that they be promptly returned. That way everyone gets a chance to use them. To get added to our waitlist for our consoles or if you have any game recommendations, send an email to library@hampshire.edu or talk to a staff member at the infobar.

Library Media Labs
Our most popular lab, the "B5 Sound Booth", has been made even better! We’ve simplified our setup. Just one button and the 2 mic cables is all it takes to record. Go to resourcemediares.hampshire.edu and search Sound Booth Guide (B5) to learn how to use the space. Go to sites.hampshire.edu/librarymediaoure laboratory for information about other cool resources in the Library Media Labs.

FROM THE ARCHIVES
We’re closing out the fall semester with two exhibitions featuring student work. Vic Ferreira Sardinha and Yahui Liu will present an exhibition of their Division III work opening on Thursday, November 30, and on view through Wednesday, December 6.

Opening on December 12 and on view through December 14, a multi-disciplinary exhibition will showcase the work of students from the Fall 2023 Five College Advanced Studio Art Seminar: Material, Process, and Poetics, taught by Noah Greene-Lowe.